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A B S T I R A G T
The physical phenomena affecting motion at the 
bulk gas-liquid surface in agitated mixing systems has 
been investigated experimentally. The experiments were 
performed in cylindrical vessels with diameters of 0.21, 
0.75 & 1.0 m. Rushton turbines were employed with D/T 
ratios of 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2. A flat blade turbine with
D/T = 1/3 was also used. For all the experiments, the 
impeller clearance was held constant at C/T = 0.25. The 
main measurements made were, the gassed impeller power, 
P.a, the overall gas holdup, Eg, and the point gas 
holdup, h^, over a wide range of impeller speed, N and 
sparged gas flow rate, Q. Most of the experiments were 
made using aii— water, which is a fast coalescing system. 
Additionally, some measurements using 'non-coalescing' 
NaCl solutions were carried out and the effect of the 
liquid height above the impeller was also investigated. 
The gassed impeller power, Pa and the total gas holdup, 
E g  have been correlated with the independent system 
variables, N, Q, D and T.
-II-
An automatic dispersion analyser (ADA) has been 
developed for measuring point gas holdup in the bulk 
mixing volume. This dispersion sampling technique and 
concurrent data analysis was automated and controlled by 
a microcomputer. The point gas holdup distributions in 
the 0.75 m. vessel are compared with values of total gas 
holdup.
The motion generated at the free liquid surface 
of the agitated vessel is related to the minimum 
impeller speed necessary for onset of gas recirculation, 
Nof* such that Nf* > Ncr > Nf~. Nor is a measure of the 
recirculating gas-liquid flow at the free liquid 
surface. The values of Nof* for various operating 
conditions have been determined from point gas holdup 
distributions. This reveals that gas flow rates has no 
significant effect on either Nor or Nf*.
-III-
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Mechanically agitated gas-liquid mixing 
vessels are widley used throughout the chemical, 
biochemical and pharmaceutical industries as mass 
transfer contactors and reactors. Such systems may also 
include a third solid particle phase ( eg in oxidations, 
fermentations, hydrogenations, chlorinations, 
polymerisation and nitrations ). Although the subject of 
extensive research, mixing in agitated vessels remain a 
complex and poorly understood process. The complex 
three-dimensional turbulent forces, with two or more 
phases, presents formidable problems in terms of 
understanding the fundamental fluid mechanics, 
interphase mass transfer and chemical reactions.
However, sufficient progress has been made to unable a 
range of empirical relationships to be used for design 
purposes. Unfortunately, they are not consistant or 
reliable over a range of equipment sizes due to 
measurements on different equipment geometry. One area 
of the mixing vessel operation which has not been 
investigated to any detailed extent is the surface 
movement which in a gas-liquid stirred reactor occurs at 
the bulk gas-liquid interface. This motion is the result 
of gas-liquid flow transport to and from the impeller 
and the resulting interaction with the free-liquid 
boundary.
The movement generated at the free liquid 
surface can be an important factor in many different
mixing reactor operations. For example, re-incorporation 
of a light < refluxed ) liquid from the surface is 
important in polymerisation reactor. The addition of 
solids fed onto the surface of a viscous liquid < eg in 
fermentation processes ) is dependent on the surface 
movement. Knowledge of the surface movement processes is 
necessary to understand more fully how mixing reactors 
can be designed and operated more effectively.
Power requirements for the mechanical 
agitation of liquids, both aerated and unaerated have 
been investigated extensively, and is an important 
factor for scale-up. The majority of the gassed power 
correlations are, however, not directly predictive. 
Correlations based on the system independent variables,
N, Q, D & T would provide a more useful basis for 
design.
In gas-liquid mass transfer and reacting 
systems fundamental knowledge of the interfacial surface 
area of the dispersion, gas holdup, mean bubble diameter 
and mass transfer rates are vitally important. The 
intensity of disturbances generated at the surface of 
the liquid is a result of complex interaction between 
agitator circulation and gas transport. At any operating 
condition ( N > Nt- ), dispersion and bulk circulation of 
gas are critically dependent on the agitator geometry.
4Bubble size and gas holdup are also distributed non- 
uniformly throughout the mixing space due to the 
variation of mean circulation velocity and turbulence 
intensity. Therefore, a study of the gas holdup 
distribution in relation to agitator geometry can 
contribute to a deeper understanding of the surface 
movement phenomena. To date, however, a satisfactory 
technique for point gas holdup measurement in stirred 
reactors has not been available. The need for a 
measurement technique for a wide range of gas holdups 
with high accuracy, fast response, low construction 
costs and ease of application is most evident. To 
further this investigation, the ADA technique was 
developed in order to provide a reliable technique for 
fast, accurate measurement of gas holdup throughout the 
mixing volume.
The principal aim of this study was to relate 
the surface movement to agitator design. In addition, a 
study of the overall gas holdup in conjunction with the 
point gas holdup distributions was made. The effect of 
scale on surface movement was investigated in vessel 
sizes of up to 1.0 m. diameter. Two agitators, Tioo &
T 2 1  were available. The third agitator, T-?-& was 
specifically constructed for this study. The aerated and 
unaerated impeller power consumption have also been 
investigated.
Each area of research Is presented in 
separate chapters which include an introduction, 
literature review, results and discussion, and 
conclusion sections. Experimental equipment and 
measurement procedures are described separatly in 
Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. This was found necessary 
to simplify the presentation of the three vessels with 
differing measurement procedures. Impeller power 
consumption is studied in Chapter 4. The study of the 
total gas holdup is given in Chapter 5. Local gas holdup 
distributions are presented in Chapter 6 together with 
the technique developed for point gas holdup 
measurements.The study of 'surface movement' in agitated 
vessels is presented in Chapter 7. Recommendations for 
future work are given in Chapter 8.
6MIXING VESSELS
72. 1 Introduction
The experimental equipment used in this study 
included three separate mixing vessels; namely of 1.0, 
0.75 and 0.21 m. diameter. The 0.75 m. diameter vessel 
was specifically designed for this study. The 1.0, 0.75
and 0.21 m. diameter vessels are referred to as Tioo,
T76 and Tsn , respectively, throughout this study . The 
impeller clearence from the base of the vessel was fixed 
for all vessels at C/T = 0.25.
Associated procedures for the measurement of 
power, impeller speed, overall and local gas holdups are 
described in Chapter 3. The technique used to measure 
the local gas holdup in the stirred vessels is described 
in detail in Chapter 6.
2.2 Mixing Vessel: T7g
2.2.1 General Description
A general view of the mixing vessel and the 
impeller shaft assemly is shown in Figure 2.1. The 
vessel is constructed of 316 stainless steel and has an
8Figure 2.1 Mixing Vessel : T7<-
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Figure 2.2 General Layout of the Mixing rig : T.^ (Dimensions in mm.)
internal diameter of 0.752 m. and overall height of 1.2 
m. The dished base of the vessel incorporated five 
flanged pipeline connections, with the central port 
being connected to the drain. The other four radial 
ports were blanked off and sealed with bungs in order to 
provide a flush internal diameter. A 5 mm. glass sight 
tube connected to the vessel via a 16 mm. pipe enabled 
accurate liquid level adjustment in the vessel. The top 
of the vessel was fitted with a M.0.D flange. Inside of 
the vessel wall was fitted with four vertical wall 
baffles, each one tenth the vessel internal diameter and 
extending the entire length of the vessel, Figure 2.2. 
The baffles were supported by, welded metal plates at 
the top flange and four equi-spaced circular 316 
stainless steel rods (9 mm. diameter) fitted along the 
length of the baffles.
2.2.2 Drive Kotor and Impeller Shaft Assembly
A 1.49 kV <2.00 hp), 3 phase motor located above 
the vessel was driven by a V-belt system and gearing on 
the motor was provided by a Kopp variator, as shown in 
Figure 2.2. The power to the shaft was delivered through 
a BHC torque transducer in line with the shaft between 
two bearings below the pulley system.
Shaft Sizing:
11
If Tc is the continuous rated torque on the 
impeller shaft [ 13 ,
Then Po Nm <2 . 1)
2TTN
where
p = power, watts
o
N -  shaft speed, rps
Considering the largest impeller, D = 0.376 m. and U 
=- 3.67 rps then Po = 1483 watts and using Equation 2.1,
For a light mixing duty the shaft should be 
sufficiently strong to resist 1J6 times the rated motor 
torque without the yield stress of the material being 
exceeded (or 0.002 per cent proof stress).
If T m  is the torque to be resisted under a stalled 
condition,
Te 64. 4 Hm.
Then T. 1 .5 *T« 96.6 Urn.
12
This torque is to be resisted by a force Fm Newtons 
acting at a radius of 0.75r from the axis of the 
impeller shaft, and hence,
Fm -  Tm _ 685 N C2.2)
0 .75 r
where r is the radius of the impeller.
The greatest bending moment Mm to be resisted by the
impeller shaft occurs immediately below the bottom 
bearing, and
Mm =  F m  * 1 = 691.9 Nm
where, 1 is the distance from the bottom bearing 
to the mid-impeller plane.
Using the maximum elastic shear strain energy theory, 
the bending moment < M .m >  equivalent to the combination 
of Tm and Mm is given by,
M « m  = V <  M m > =  + 0.75 (Tm)2 Nm.
696.9 Nm.
13
Under these conditions the stress <fv ) in the impeller 
shaft is then given by:
32 Mem
TT (d, f
Nm-2 (2 .3 )
where
dt. = diameter of shaft m.
For 316 stainless steel, Fv = 230 * 10s Nm-2. 
From Equation <2.3)
32 Mem
TT (f v ?
0.0314 m. (2 .4 )
A 316 stainless steel shaft of 38 mm. diameter 
(supplied by BP Chemicals Ltd) was therfore adequate for 
this investigation.
The shaft system shown in Figure 2.2 incorporates 
three pillow block bearing units (RHP SL 1V6"), with the 
top bearing unit supporting the shaft pulley. The strain 
gauge torque transducer for measuring shaft power was
14
connected to the shaft by means of two Fenaflex type 
couplings.
2.2.3 Impellers.
Rushton disc turbines and a flat blade turbine 
were used with T75. Rushton et al 121 proposed the use 
of impeller ratios for d!l:V of 20:5:4 Figure 2.3. The 
dimensions are given in Table 2.1, and those for the 
flat blade turbine are given in Table 2.2.
2.2.4 Gas Sparging System.
The gas sparging system is shown in Figure 2.2. 
The compressed air is filtered by a set of purifying 
filters. The two in line rotameters (0 - 200 1/min. and 
200-1000 1/min. ) were calibrated at 3 bar. A series of 
ball and needle values allowed accurate metering of the 
air flow rate.
A simple orifice sparger located at the centre 
of the vessel below the impeller was selected for this 
study. Turbulent flow through the orifice is preferred 
but keeping orifice velocities below 100 m/s. to prevent 







Figure 2.3 Rushton Disc Turbine
Table 2.1 : Disc Turbine Dimensions. 


















B Hi H0 Hl kl Kw
376 282 2.0 75.2 94 2.0 38.2 58.2 8.0 9.5 6.3 M8
t 75 250 187.5 2.0 50.0 62.5 2.0 38.2 58.2 8.0 9.5 6.3 M8
188 141.0 2.0 47.6 37.6 2.0 38.2 58.2 8.0 9.5 6.3 M8
"fioo 333 250 3.18 66.6 83.3 3.18 50.0 80.0 75.00 15.8 11.1 M12
T21 67.5 50.8 1.6 13.5 16.9 1.6 9.52 19.05 7.94 - - 2.00
Table 2.2 : 6 Flat Blade Turbine Dimensions. 
(All Dimensions are in mm.)
Impeller Diameter D 252
Length L 194







Set screw SD M8
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diameter tube to which was fitted a 30 mm. length of 17 
mm. diameter tube at the point of discharge. The sparger 
tip was aligned directly into the centre of the impeller 
disc at the separation distance of 10 mm. In this 
investigation the maximum air flow rate that could be 
achieved was 6.87 * 10”3 m3/s, limiting the specific 
flowrate in Tioo and Tv-s to 0.52 and 0.93 vvm 
respectively.
2.2.5 Liquid Media.
Mains water, softened by a weak ion-exchange 
resin was fed through a set of particulate removing 
filters. Tap water was not used due to the excessive 
scaling deposition associated with it.
Table 2.3 Physical Properties at 293K
Softened Tap
Water Water
Density kg/m3 999 999
Viscosity Nsm"2 1.0*10~3 1.0*10“3
Surface Tension N/m 70.99*10“3 72.7*10“3
19
Interestingly, the surface tension of the 
softened water is slightly below that of tap water. This 
is attributed to some surface active effect of the ion 
exchange resin but was not expected to seriously change 
the fast coalescing state compared with tap water. To 
stimulate a non-coalescing system, solutions of sodium 
chloride (commercial granular salt grade 2) were used. 
Table 2.4 shows the physical properties of the solutions 
used in this study.
Table 2.4 Physical properties 











1. 0 1005. 5 1. 032
2. 0 1012.9 1. 063
Temperature control in T-^ g was not required 
since the stainless steel tank provided sufficient 
surface area for heat transfer to cool the dispersion.
20
The temperature of the dispersion was monitored for 8 
hour runs and the temperature fluctuation was maintained 
in the range ±. 1 <:,C.
2.3 Mixing Tank : Tioo
The mixing vessel was a 1.0 m. diameter by 1.5 
m. high. It was constructed of 8 mm. perspex plate. The 
vessel had a flat bottom and was fully baffled CO.1*T 
m.) with stainless steel plates equi-spaced projecting 
radially inward from the wall. The mixing vessel was 
installed inside a square-sectioned perspex water jacket 
which allowed the temperature of the dispersion to be 
controlled. Design details of Tioo can be found else­
where C 53 .
The impeller was driven by a 5.5 kV DC geared 
motor having adjustable speed over a 21:1 range (0.42- 
8.77 rev/s). The impeller shaft and the impeller were 
constructed of 316 stainless steel. The shaft diameter 
was 50 mm. A D/T ratio of 1/3 was employed for this 
study. Dimensions of the disc turbine are given in Table 
2 . 1.
Compressed air is fed at the centre of the tank 
base below the impeller through a stainless steel tube
■Opt o - l »  l i i 'l l T o  C o a p u tw rIM
•N pood  
C«ntrolU( <^aup I IIIiA - p lI fl ar
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Figure 2.4 General Layout of the mixing rig: (Dimensions in mm.)
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with an orifice of 19 mm. diameter. This was rigidly- 
supported by attaching it to one baffle. The purifying 
filters are common to both T-^ jb and Tioo as shown in 
Figure 2.2. The general layout of Tioo is shown in 
Figure 2.4 (courtsey of M Barigou [5]).
2.4 Mixing Tank : Tan
The general layout of Ta:i is shown in Figure 
2.5. The mixing vessel was a fully baffled 0.21 m. 
diameter 316 stainless steel tank with a flat base. 
Design details can be found elsewhere 16] and C7] .
A 0.18 kV DC shunt motor was used to drive the 
impeller shaft. The power was transmitted from the motor 
to the shaft through a strain guage torque sensor. The 
impeller shaft was a 316 stainless steel rod of 9.52 mm. 
diameter. A standard 6 blade disc turbine of 0.0675 m. 
diameter (D/T = 0.32) was used for agitation. The 
impeller was of chromium plated brass construction. 
Dimensions of the impeller are given in Table 2.1.
The sparger was a 6 mm. diameter stainless steel tube 
































A MACYSM II microcomputer system < Analog 
Devices Ltd. ) was used for data acquisition, control 
and analysis. The details of this are described in 
section 3.2.
The main parameters measured were impeller 
speed and torque, gassed power, local and overall gas 
holdup. The same techniques for measuring the local and 
the overall gas holdup were employed in all three mixing 
rigs. The different methods of measuring the torque and 
the impeller speed for the three mixing rigs are 
described separately.
3.2 Analysis and Data Acquisition
The MACYSM II microcomputer uses a 
programming language called MACBASIC. This is a high 
level interactive programming language based on Standard 
Dartmouth Basic, which is optimised for measurement and 
control applications. The various statements and the 
computer programmes developed are given in Appendix II. 
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3.3 Mixing Tank: T7 6
3.3.1 Impeller Speed
A magnetic speed pick-up obtains a signal 
from the 60-toothed wheel fitted to the impeller shaft 
as shown previously in Figure 2.2. The signal is fed to 
a frequency to analog converter which is calibrated to 
give an accuracy of +. 1 rpm. The analog signal is then 
fed to the microcomputer interface for measurement. A 
digital impeller speed indicator is also provided to 
monitor and set the impeller speed to the required 
value.
3.3.2 Impeller Torque
A strain gauge torque transducer ( British 
Hovercraft made) with a range of 0 - 135 Nm was used to 
measure the torque exerted on the impeller. The torque 
transducer had a high sensitivity and accuracy + 0.2% < 
other details are given in Appendix I ).
The transducer measures the torque 
transmitted between the motor < via the pulley system ) 
and the impeller shaft and is given by:
Tm = Tr + Tt. (3. 1)
28
where,
Tm = torque measured by the impeller
If - friction torque
Tt. = torque exerted on the impeller
The accuracy of the torque exerted on the 
impeller, and hence the impeller power, depends on the 
accuracy with which the friction torque can be measured. 
The friction torque was measured with the impeller 
rotating in air. Figure 3.2 shows the friction torque of 
the three disc turbines and the flat blade turbine, over 
the full range of impeller speeds. The reproducibility 
of these results was ±_ 10%. The ratio of the friction to 
measured torque < ungassed ) was generally a small 
fraction, as shown in Figure 3.3. Generally this ratio 
is higher for low impeller speeds, but under actual 
actual operating conditions, the friction torque was 
always less than 5 % of the ungassed torque. The 
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Figure 3.3 : Percentage Friction/Ungassed Torque V s . Impeller Speed, Tj
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3.4 Mixing Tank : Tioo
The reader should refer to reference C5] for 
full details of this particular equipment. A summary of 
the main technical details is given below.
Impeller Speed :
A tachogenerator connected to the motor shaft 
provides a feedback of the shaft speed. The speed 
measurement is provided by an optical transducer 
incorporated between the motor and the tachogenerator.
An optical switch assembly fitted to the motor body 
detects the passage of the 120 slots on the Nickel 
encoder disc. Pulses from the transducer are counted 
over a fixed period and displayed by the indicator in 
rpm.
Impeller Torque :
A strain gauge transducer mounted between the 
motor and the impeller shaft is used to measure the 
exerted torque on the impeller. The transducer is of the 
same make as the one fitted on Tv-s but with a range of 0 
- 270 Nm. Torque exerted on the impeller is calculated 
from Equation 3.1. The reproducibility of the friction 
and the measured torque was ±_ 8 % and less than 5 
respect i ve1y .
31
3.5 Mixing Tank : T21
The reader is referred to references 
C 6, 7 ] for the full specifications. A summary of the 
main technical details is given below.
Impeller Speed :
A tachogenerator fitted to the rotor of the 
DC motor generates a DC signal which is fed to the 
thyristor controller as the feedback signal of the speed 
control loop. An optical isolator is used to isolate 
this signal before it is fed to the microcomputer 
interface for measurement. The output signal from the 
isolator was averaged by the microcomputer, by sampling 
5000 readings over 5 seconds. The accuracy of the 
impeller speed measurement was ±.0.5 %.
Impeller Torque :
A strain gauge torque transducer was used to 
measure the torque exerted on the impeller. The impeller 
torque was calculated from Equation 3.1. The friction 
torque was measured to within ±_ 10 %. The 
reproducibility of the impeller torque in the speed 
range investigated was better than +. 5 %.
32
3.6 Overall Gas Holdup Measurement
The equipment and the technique employed for 
the overall gas holdup measurement in this study Is 
described here and further discussed in Chapter 5.
The overall gas holdup, Ec*, is determined 
from the increase in the surface level of the dispersion 
in the tank compared with the initial level without 
agitation or sparging.
Eg = < ha - h >/ hs, .(3 .3 )
where,
ha = height of the aerated liquid 
h = height of the unagitated level
In a flat based vessel ( Tioo & Ts>i ), the 
change in the liquid level is related to the distance 
between the base of the vessel and the free liquid 
surface since the cross-sectional area of the vessel is 
constant. However, for the dish-based tank, T-^ s, the 
cross-sectional area of the tank is not constant over 
the height of the liquid. It is therefore necessary to 
relate the change in volume of dispersion in order to
33
determine the overall gas holdup in TV*. The volume of 
the tank up to H = 0.75 m. was therefore accurately 
determined taking tank internals < i.e. shaft, impeller 
and baffles > into account.
The dispersion level was measured using a 
capacitance sensing probe. The level probe was made of 
3.18 mm. diameter brass rod ( 254 mm. long), insulated 
with 1.59 mm. thick PTFE sheath. The electrode forms a 
capacitance between itself and the surrounding material. 
The capacitance changes with the level of the tank 
contents. A capacitance to current transmitter to 
produce a standard 4-20 mA DC current output signal that 
is directly proportional to the input capacitance of the 
probe was used. To calibrate the probe, known volumes of 
water were added to a vessel and from the corresponding 
changes in the output signal of the level transmitter, a 
linear relationship between the liquid level and the 
measured signal was obtained. The very low wettability 
of the electrode insulation coupled with the rapid 
response of the transmitter <0.1 sec. ) provided a fast 
and accurate method of level measurement. However, under 
agitated conditions, fluctuations in the surface level 
caused the output signal to vary. This was therefore 
averaged by the MACYSM II microcomputer which sampled 
1000 readings over a period of 5 seconds. Positioning of 
the probe is discussed in Chapter 5. Reproducibility of 
the overall gas holdup values was better than 5 %.
34
3.7 Local Gas Holdup Measurement
A fully automated system of sampling and 
analysis of the dispersion anywhere within the vessel 
was developed. The MACYSM II microcomputer is 
incorporated in the system to control the sampling of 
the dispersion, data acquisition and analysis. The 
technique is fully described in Chapter 5.
35





The gassed power of the agitator is an 
important design parameter and hence a reliable 
prediction method is required. Power requirements both 
aerated and unaerated have been extensively 
investigated, with respect to gas holdup and mass 
transfer performance. Flat-blade disc turbine impeller 
systems have received most attention in recent studies, 
but the literature review also includes a comprehensive 
study of gassed power correlations for other types of 
impeller configuration.
4.2 Literature Review
4.2.1 Agitator Power of ungassed systems
Earlier, original studies on the subject of 
single phase liquid mixing in stirred vessels was 
carried out by Rushton et al C23, Holland and Chapman 
C83, Uhl and Gray [93, and Nagata C103 . The equation for 
agitator power derived from dimensionless analysis 
represents the Power Number N,=. as follows:




P.3 = unaerated power consumption Vatts 
N = impeller speed 
D - impeller diameter 
P —  density
If the vessel is not provided with baffles, a 
vortex occurs at the surface.For Re greater than 
approximately 300, the Froude Humber Fr must be 
introduced.
4.2.2 Agitation Power : Gassed Systems
The introduction of gas in a mechanically 
agitated contactor reduces the power consumed by an 
impeller. This was originally thought to be mainly due 
to the reduction in the local density of the dispersion 
compared to that of pure liquid, Calderbank [113. Van't
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Reit et al [ 123 , C 133 , [ 143 however identified the 
formation of stable gas cavity behind the impeller 
blades. These act to reduce the form drag and hence the 
power consumption.
Several investigators have attempted to 
correlate the reduction in power consumption with such 
parameters as, impeller diameter, speed, volumetric gas 
flow rate and in some cases the physical properties of 
the gas-liquid system. These correlations are summarised 
in Table 4.1.
In 1962, Michel-Miller L 153 proposed the 
following correlation:
where the constant C = 0.71 when 
the units are watts, r.p.s, m, m3s_1 .
The empirical correlation cannot be reliably 
applied to the scaleup design of large equipment.
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Table 4.1 : (cont) Correlations for Gassed Power Requirement
Experimental Conditions
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Table 4.1 : (cont) Correlations for Gassed Power Requirement
Experimental Conditions
M = IJ n8
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It also fails at extreme values of gas rate; as Q -> 0 f 
P.3 should approach Po and as Q becomes very large, Pa 
should approach the value required by the impeller 
rotating in gas phase only. Michel - Xillier did not 
find any dependence of the interfacial tension on the 
impeller power. The correlation was also found to hold 
for liquids containing up to 5% of suspended solids.
Recently, MannC163 reorganised Miller’s 
correlation in the form presented by most workers, 
showing the aeration number to be the dominating group:
Pg/ PQ = Constant * 8 ’2 ( Q / N l ?  ^ ( 4 . 3 )
Equation 4.2 was later verified by, Loiseau 
et al C173 and by Yung et al C183. Correlations proposed 
by these workers (Table 4.1) differs only in the values 
of the constant and magnitude of the exponent and is 
mainly attributable to the difference in the physical 
properties of the liquid media employed. Loiseau*s et al 
C 173 and Yung's et al C 183 correlations are in good 
agreement (within experimental error) for nonfoaming 
liquids. Yung et al found a slight Increase in holdup 
with increase in elctrolyte concentration due to foam 
formation. Their investigations, however, were 
restricted to only slight or non-foaming solutions and
observed no effect of physico-chemical properties or 
ionic strength on the power requirements. Investigations 
with foaming solutions by Loiseau et al C17] showed a 
significant increase in gas holdup with a reduction in 
power compared to that for nonfoaming liquid in the same 
size tank and under the same agitation rate conditions. 
The constant and the exponent in the correlation are 
significantly different compared with those for 
nonfoaming solutions reported by the same authors. The 
correlation of Loiseau at el C17] covers the widest 
range of variables investigated and thus for pure 
liquids, nonfoaming ionic, and non-ionic solutions, or 
liquids containing a surface active agent, the 
correlation can be used to predict the gassed power with 
reasonable accuracy for vessel diameters up to 1.0 m.
Clark and Vermeulen C193 used the Veber 
Number to correlate the power of agitiation. They 
incorporated a perforated plate covering the bottom of 
the vessel, thus considerably modifying the behaviour of 
the dispersion with respect to flooding and 
recirculation. They proposed the following correlation:
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In 1977, Hassan and Robinson C20] proposed a 
correlation which also involves the Weber Number.
P / P o - CW e N - 038 ( 4 .5 )
where the constant C depends on the dimension 
of the vessel and the ionic strength of the solution.
The exponent 1 varies with the type of impeller.
Equation 4.4 does not directly involve the gas flow Q<a 
whose influence is included in the hold-up term, while 
equation 4.5 provides Pa/P^ Q<a~° • 3e‘ • The difference 
arises from the mode of distribution of the gas, which 
has a considerable influence on the dispersion if the 
distributor is near to the agitator.
Hughmark [21] made a statistical analysis of 
all the reported data and found that the coefficient for 
Weber Number (which involves surface tension) was not 
statiscally significant. Further, he found that the use 
of the liquid volume in the place of D3* in the aeration 
number, and the use of a modified Froude Number, reduced 
the averge absolute deviation by 50% or more when 
correlating the data of Michel and Miller C15] ,
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Pharamond et al [22], Luong and Volesky C 23] and 
Bimbinet et al C24] . The correlation obtained is:
/  N V \ ° ' 25 ( N2 D4 \
^ (  9WV^3 )
(4. 6)
where,
V = liquid volume m3
g = acceleration due to gravity msi
V = impeller blade width m
Qq = gas rate m3s_1
Equation 4.6 covers the widest range of variables 
and is dimensionless. However, it fails at extreme 
values of gas flow rates.
Hagase et al C 25] proposed an empirical 
relation for power consumption in connection with the 
circulation flow rate in agitated vessels as :
pN 3 D5 fl(3)
where Cr = 8.1 for turbine impeller
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Bruijn et al C12] in an attempt to correlate 
the reduction in the power consumption with the number 
and the shape of cavities behind the impeller blades, 
found that surface tension was not important regarding 
the mechanism of cavity formation and shape of cavities. 
However, liquid viscosity was shown to influence the 
stability of the cavity but this effect could not be 
quantified.
Yamaguchi et al C26] correlated gassed power
as:
-a) ■ ,<8’
A more recent power correlation by Gray et al C27] 
takes the form of:
/  PT 9o \  -  0 . 7 5 / _____ C T 92 V ' 25
\ (Us/Eq ^ ^ d2/
where,
Pt is the total power input in gas-liquid 
dispersion, Watts.
The authors claim an accuracy of +20%.
Calderbank [11] proposed the following
equations:
Pa/P^ = 1 - 1.26N* for Na, < 0.035 <4.10)
and
Pg/Po = 0.62 - 1.85EU for Na > 0.035 <4.11) 
where,
Na, is the aeration number, Q/ND3
These equations represent the form of the curves 
observed experimentally.
Nienow and Visdon [283 expressed their 
results with:
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f g /P0 = for N p s  N < Nf| < 4 .1 2 )
In practice, these are 'average' relationships which 
do not consider the phenomena of recirculation. They are 
not well adapted for scale-up to large-sized equipment. 
Equation 4.12 does not hold for high gas flows.
Kobbacy [73 proposed Equation 4.13 which
incorporates an impeller efficiency defined as the ratio of 
the rate of gas coalescence with its impeller cavities 
to the rate of gas sparging.
D /  M3‘3 3 r A 33 \
Pg - 1007 f 1 (4.13)
\  (j^ Q )°-404 /
where,
= impeller efficiency.
= 1 Efficient mixing region for Nr N ^ Nr 
^ f=-= f\<l Flooding region for N < Nr
riR= <\>i Recirculation region for N > Nr
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where,
4 K . / > W 9 3 \n  -  4 . 1 3 / ----------------------  » < 4 .1 4 )
1 V  t 2-45q 0-33 /
and =* 0.45 for A ^ 1
T\^ = 0.25 + 0.26A for A > 1
r  ^ 53d4-44 i
I    —  I <4.15)
L  T0-5 Q J
Recently Barigou C5] proposed correlations 
for the gassed power according to the vortex, clinging 
or large cavity regimes.
<i). Vortex cavity regime:
3 .1 3  x 0 -5 r rN ,5 .8 2  
Pg = 441 .4  N Q [ D/ j ]  < 4 .1 6 )
(ii). Large cavity regime:
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Pg -  1737.1 N 2,99 Q ° * 31 [ D/ t J5 -98 ( 4 .1 7 )
These correlations showed the ga.ssed power to 
be more sensitive to the gas flow rate in the vortex — 
clinging cavity regime. The author claims an -improvement 
of 40%, over the overall or combined correlation, 
Equation 4.18, in Equations 4.16 and 4.17. However, the 
use of Equations 4.16 and 4.17 requires the prior 
knowledge of the existing cavity regimes.
Overall correlation:
706.3 N3 -01 d ° - 4 5 [ D/T j*‘38 < 4 .1 8 )
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4.3 Results and Discussion.
Gassed power measurements for Ts:i , TV?* and 
Tioo are presented in Figures 4.1 to 4.7 as gassed power 
number against flow number plots. These plots are very 
similar to those presented by Uienaw et al [44], as 
shown in Figure 4.8. The minima in the curves ( marked F 
) correspond well with the transition from Figure 7.3 < 
a to b ) defined as the flooding point. The maxima on 
the curves ( marked R ) corresponds to gas recirculation 
back to the impeller and is discussed further in Chapter 
7.
The effect of varying the liquid level from 
the standard configuration of H = T to H=1.2*T on the 
impeller power consumption was investigated in Tve for 
D/T = ’/a.The negligible difference of the gassed power 
between the two systems was well within the experimental 
error range.
The aii— salt solution was investigated in Tvs 
for D/T = 1 and Q = 1.76 x 10“3 m3s_1 . Comparision of 
the impeller power consumption with the air-water system 
revealed no significant differences in the two systems. 














Figure 4.1 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number 
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Figure 4.2 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.25 m.
H=T= 0.75 m.
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Figure 4.3 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number
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Figure 4.4 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number 
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Figure 4.5 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.0675 m.
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Figure 4.6 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.333 m.
H =  T =  1.00 m.
Gas Rate
•  2.63' 
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Figure 4.7 : Gassed Power Number Against Flow Number 
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.25 m. 
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Figure 4.8: Gassed Power Data from Nienow et al [44]
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All of the gassed power data representing 284 
measurements was therefore correlated together. Only the 
independent variables D, T, Q and N were used to 
correlate the gassed impeller power consumption Pa :
Pg .  837.1 N 2 -9 6 D6 '35
cP-3V t ] ° -797
Cf).38
where s = 0.18 and R-sq = .993
<4.19)
and on re-arranging
P 8*37 1 N -r 0 .7 9  7Kg .  837.1 N D T < 4 .2 0 )
This correlation is plotted in Figure 4.9.
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4.3.1 Comparision with literature
Kobbacy [7] derived Equation (4.13) from 
measurements in Ts:» only. Substituting n  = 1 in Equation 
(4.13) i.e the efficient mixing region, the exponents of 
the independent variables N, Q and D compare well with 
the respective exponents of Equation (4.19) which 
correlates measurements in three vessel sizes namely 
, T‘7£> and Ti oo•
The correlations proposed by Barigou C53 
relate to measurements in T-ioo alone. The exponents for 
Iff, Q and D, of the ' large cavity regime' correlation, 
Equation (4.17), compares well with the respective 
exponents of Equation (4.20). The exponent of T in his 
correlation is -5.98 compared with +0.797 in the present 
study. The author's measurements were made in Tioo where 
T = 1.0 m. Equation (4.17) should therefore actually 
contain the term D& • rather than (D/T)s ■ 5,-7. The 
correlations (Equation 4.16 - 4.18) are therefore 
misleading with respect to the true significance of the 
tank diameter, T on the gassed power, Pa . It is not 
recommended to use Equations (4.16 to 4.18) for T # 1. 
Figure 4.10 shows the gassed power data of Barrigou [53 
plotted against the proposed correlation of Equation 
4.19. The scatter about the correlation is +10% compared 
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Figure 4.10: Gassed Power Data of Barrigou [5]
This represents an improvement of over 30%.
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4.4 Conclusions.
• The effect of varying the liquid level from
the standard configuration of H = T to
H = 1.2 * T on the gassed impeller power 
consumption is not significant.
• Similarily there is negligible effect on the
gassed impeller power consumption when using 
an ail— salt solution compared with the
air/water system.
m The gassed power consumption has been
correlated in terms of the independent 
variables N, Q, D and T. The correlation is 
accurate to within ±10% for measured data 
obtained from vessels of 0.2 to 1.0 m. 
diameter.




Gas-liquid mass transfer is important in many 
reactions such as oxidations, fermentations, 
hydrogenations, polymerisation, chlorinations and 
nitrations. Knowledge of the surface area of gas-liquid 
dispersions, gas holdup, and mean bubble diameter, as 
well as mass transfer rates are of fundamental 
importance. Interfacial area is related to gas holdup 
and mean bubble size by:




De.m is the sauter mean, or surface
volume mean diameter defined as :
D, (5.2)BM a
where, E<* = total gas holdup.
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Bubble size and its distribution in an agitated vessel 
is not within the scope of the present study. The reader 
is referred to the research by Barigou C5] and Kobbacy 
[7], who provide information on bubble size and 
distribution in agitated vessels.
A study of the total gas holdup was conducted in 
connection with the local gas holdup distribution 
described in (Chapter 6) and 'surface movement' 
described in Chapter 7. The following review covers 
various measurement techniqes and proposed correlations 
for the total gas holdup.
5.2 Measurement techniques
Loiseau et al t17] measured total gas holdup 
by draining the liquid overflow . Clearly the method 
cannot give a complete picture of the mixing process and 
furthermore the technique is likely to greatly 
overestimate the gas holdup.
Sridhar and Potter [31], Calderbank [11],
[29] and Yoshida et al [30] used various forms of 
manometry. Yoshida et al [30] measured the bulk density
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of aerated liquid by means of two pressure taps located 
on the inside of the tank wall, at about midway between 
two adjacent baffles. One was located near the tank 
bottom and the other near the free liquid surface. In a 
mixing vessel, there is a wide spatial variation of 
local gas holdup so the density of the aerated liquid is 
not uniform. Their techniques do not account for this 
non-uniformity. Sridhar and Potter [313 corrected their 
manometer readings for dynamic pressure differences by 
measuring the pressure differential in the clear liquid 
and in the aerated liquid at the same impeller speed. 
Calderbank C113, [293 used a probe to measure the
pressure at various depths of immersion. The free 
surface was determined by extrapolating the zero 
pressure differential. All of the techniques are time 
consuming and non of them accounts for the fluctuations 
of the free liquid surface.
Foust et al C333 and Rushton and Bimbenet 
£323, used a "level-taker" to measure liquid level. A 
number of holes were drilled on two concentric copper 
tubes with a loose packing of glass wool between the 
inner and outside tubes to obtain a quiescent liquid 
surface in the inner tube. The indicated level was read 
by an inclined gauge connected to the level-taker by a 
siphon.
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Hassan and Robinson [20] measured the liquid
level by a cathetometer directed at the impeller shaft
region. This technique eliminates the fluctuations in 
the level that occur in the vicinity of the tank wall
due to the baffles, but ignores the fluctuations in the
level in the impeller shaft region.
Numerous investigators [ 5, 6, 7, 20, 34, 54,
62, 64 & 65 ] have used level probes to detect the
increase in the level of the dispersion at a single 
position of the vessel cross-section. The main drawback 
of this technique is that fluctuations at the surface, 
particular!ly those in the vicinity of the baffles and 
impeller shaft are not accounted for. The ideal method 
for gas holdup measurement would need to define the 
complete surface under aeration conditions, taking into 
account the disturbances at the wall baffles. However, 
this necessitates measuring the liquid level at many 
paints across the surface and would be extremely time 
consuming in practice.
Similar to other workers C5, 6, & 7] the
level probe used in this study was positioned mid-way 
between two adjacent baffles and mid-way between the 
impeller shaft and the vessel wall. This position was 
selected to give the 'best' representation level of the 
dispersion in the vessel.
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Gas bubbles are entrained at the liquid 
surface by surface aeration under ungassed conditions 
when the impeller speed exceeds a certain value. This 
provides an accompanying increase in the liquid level 
and further complicates the measurement of gas holdup. 
The ungassed liquid height h in Equation 3.3 was 
measured without agitation in this study. The measured 
total gas holdup data reported here is therefore due to 
the sparged gas and also gas entrained from the surface.
5.3 Correlations for Total Gas Holdup.
The overall holdup of dispersed gas is 
strongly influenced by the presence of dissolved 
inorganic salts [34], Generally, the solutes which 
modify the behaviour of the gas-liquid interface inhibit 
bubble coalescence which in turn, affects the gas 
holdup. Therefore, separate correlations of Eg for pure 
liquids and ionic solutions are required.
The majority of the correlation for gas hold 
up (Table 5.1) are based on power per unit volume, P/V 
and the superficial gas velocity U«. The exponents of 
P/V range from 0.25 and 0.5 with a value of 0.4 being 
the most common.
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Table 5.1 : (cont) Correlations for Gas Holdup
SYSTEM Experimental Conditions
Reference Correlation Method Liquid Gas
Agitator
Type Sparger Vs cms1 T cm D/T N rpm Remarks
Loiseau 
et al [17] 
1977
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The exponent of U„ ranges from 0.27 and 0.68, and 
commonly is about 0.5.
Lee and Mayrick [35] have shown that in 
electrolytic solutions, a new quantity can be 
introduced:
V  ■ K i r ) *
where, c is the molar concentration and 
is defined as
<j) - f ♦ dlnfy1
\  d I n c /
where, f is the activity coefficient.
Machon et al C34] correlated the gas holdup 
with the quantity Y  Equation 5.3, the gas flow and 
the Weber number, yielding a dimensionless equation with 
constants depending on the geometry of the apparatus. 
Machon et at [34] measured the gas holdup in various
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electrolytes for a number of concentrations and a range 
of impeller speeds and gas flow rates. They found that 
with increasing value of the quantity Y* the gas holdup 
increased up to a certain value and then remained 
constant. The critical value of ¥e.> was estimated to be 
3 x lO-*-1 kg2kmoT'1m3s"4 .
Sridhar and Patter C313 studied the effect of 
vessel pressure on gas holdup and expressed the effect 
of pressure at high power inputs as:
C X  ( P / P a )0.16
where P = vessel pressure
Pa = atmosheric pressure
Loiseau et al C17] found a dependence of 
viscosity on gas holdup, however, most other workers 
report a negligible effect up to a viscosity of 100 cp.
Hassan and Robinson C20] found that the 
exponent and the constant in their correlation depended 
on the type of the impeller and the nature of the 
aqueous electrolyte.
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Results of Clark and Vermeulen C19] give the 
influence of a distributor covering the agitator. For a 
perforated plate covering the total cross section of the 
vessel, they proposed the relatively complex 
correlation:
^  * 4 { ^ }  (5'6’
where the increment A  due to agitation is a function 
of U.», We, P.3/P.-. and the geometric factor.
Many investigators C 5, 18, 20, 30, 34, 54 &
63 ] have correlated the total gas holdup with 
independent variables and the physical properties of the 
gas-liquid systems. The exponents of the independent 
variables, N, Q, D & T are given in Table 5.2.
Eg t X  & DC T d (5.7)
The most consistant factor among these correlations in 
Table 5.2 is the exponent on Q, which ranges from 0.5 to 
0.75 for aii— water systems and 0.36 to 0.52 for ionic 
solutions. The wide spread disagreement amongst these 
correlations, ( Table 5.2 ) may be the result of the
8 6
Table 5.2 : Exponents of Equation 5.7
Author a b C d
Yoshida & 
Miura [30]





Yung et al [18] 1.8 0.5 1.85 -1.4
Barigou [5] 0.62 0.64 1.39 -1.39
Machon et al 
[34]





Yung et al [18] 0.8 0.5 1.4 -
Barigou [5] 0.79 0.52 1.92 1.92
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differing techniques of gas holdup measurement and also 
different vessel and impeller configurations employed.
5.4 Results and Discussion
Total gas holdup measurements for T2 1  ,
T7 6 , and T 1 0 0  are given in Figures 5.1 to 5.7. Each plot 
illustrates the effect of increasing the impeller speed 
and the sparged gas flow rate, Q.
The effect of varying the liquid level from a 
value of H = T to H = 1.2*T on the total gas holdup was 
investigated in T7s for D/T = 0.333, as shown in Figures
5.2 and 5.3. For a particular gas flow rate at low 
impeller speeds, the total gas holdup is higher for H = 
1.2*T than H = T. However, for higher impeller speeds 
the total gas holdup is lower for H = 1.2*T compared 
with H = T. This can be explained by surface aeration 
effect. Greaves & Kobbacy C 68] , Clark & Vermeulen C66] 
and Sawant & Joshl C67] have found that the critical 
impeller speed for the onset of surface aeration is 
dependent on the liquid height above the impeller. Thus, 








Figure 5.1 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.188 m. 
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Figure 5.2 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed ,
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.25 m. 
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Figure 5.3 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.25 m. 
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Figure 5.4 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.376 m.
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Figure 5.5 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBT. Impeller Dia. : 0.252 m.
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Figure 5.6 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.333 m.
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Figure 5.7 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.0675 m.
H =  T =  0.21 m.
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significant for H = T than for H = 1.2*T, resulting in a 
higher gas holdup for H = T. However, at the highest gas 
flow rate investigated, Q = 0. 00394 m^s- 1 , the total gas 
holdup was almost the same when high impeller speeds 
were used. Nienow et al C473 have reported that surface 
aeration decreases very rapidly with increase in gas 
flow rate. The effect of the liquid height above the 
impeller is therefore diminished at high gas flow rate. 
The present results confirm the findings of these 
investigators [ 47, 6 6 , 67 & 683.
The effect of impeller type on the total gas 
holdup was investigated in T7 S using a standard Rushton 
turbine ( 6 FBDT, D = 0.25 m. > and a 6 -flat blade paddle 
( 6 FBT, D = 0.252 m.). The results are shown in Figures
5.2 and 5.5 respectively. The total gas holdup for the 
6 FBT is lower compared with the results for 6 FBDT. The 
6 -flat blade paddle therefore has a much lower gas 
handling capacity than the standard Rushton turbine.
Plots of total gas holdup against the Flow 
Number in Figures 5.8 to 5.14 show that the total gas 
holdup increases more rapidly with increase in the 
impeller speed below a certain Flow Number. This may 
well be the result of gas recirculation and is discussed 







Figure 5.8 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type ; 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.188 m.
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Figure 5.9 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.25 m.
H =  T =  0.75 m.
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Figure 5.10 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.376 m.
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Figure 5.11 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBT. Impeller Dia. : 0.252 m. 
H = T = 0.75 m.
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Figure 5.12 : Gas Holdup Against Impeller Speed
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impelier Dia. : 0.25 m. 















Figure 5.13 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia. : 0.333 m. 
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Figure 5.14 : Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
Impeller Type : 6FBDT. Impeller Dia.: 0.0675 m. 
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Total gas holdup measurements for the air—
water system in T2 1 , T7 e & Tioo were correlated with the 
independent variables, N, Q, D and T, representing 240 
measurements. Data for H = 1.2 * T were not included in 
the correlation due to the deviation from the standard 
configuration. Equation 5.8 was obtained using non­
linear least square regression analysis. All the 
variables are highly significant.
2 .5 5
(5. 8)
where, the coefficient of determination, r = 0.97
the standard deviation, s 0 . 21
The correlation of Equation (5.8) is plotted 
on Figure 5. 15. The data scatter is +. 20% which is 
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The correlation proposed by Yoshida & Miura 
C303 was obtained using curved disc turbines with 12 and 
16 blades. Their exponents on N and Q (0.8 & 0.75) 
compare well with the respective exponents obtained in 
this study (0.76 & 0.53). However, the exponent value on 
the impeller diameter, D in their correlation is 
significantly different compared with Equation 5.8. It 
has already been pointed out that the type of impeller 
used affects the total gas holdup (Figures 5.2 & 5.5).
The exponent on Q, 0.57 in Hassan &
Robinson's C20] correlation (Table 5.1 & 5.2) for air- 
water is very close to the one obtained here, 0.53 
(Equation 5.8). Their data was obtained with vessels 
smaller than 0.3 m. diameter. This may well explain the 
higher significance of N in their equation.
Similarily, Yung et al [ 18] show a higher 
significance of N in their equation (Table 5.2) compared 
with Equation 5.8. Their exponents of Q and D (0.5 &
1.85) are almost identical to the present values (0.53 &
1.85). However, there is a significant difference in the 
exponents of T of the two studies. Since their 
measurements were obtained with a single vessel size, 
the significance of T in their equation is questionable.
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Equation 5.8 is in reasonably good agreement 
with the overall correlation of Barrgou C5] (Table 5.1 & 
5.2) with the exception of the significance of the 
vessel diameter, T. His measurements were obtained using 
a single vessel, where T = 1.0 m. and consequently his 
correlation does not reflect the true significance of 
the tank diameter, T. Barrigou C53 further classified 
the total gas holdup correlation according to the cavity 
regime; namely, vortex-clinging and large cavity regime. 
However, the classified correlations are of little 
practical value as they require prior knowledge of the 
existing cavity regimes which is not presently 
quantified.
5.5 Conclusions.
• The effect of varying the liquid level, from
the standard configuration of H = T to H =
1.2 * T, on the total gas holdup is complex 
due to the surface aeration effect.
• The total gas holdup is dependent on the type
of impeller used, so that a 6 flat blade 
paddle (6FBT), which has a lower gas handling 
compacity, than a standard Rushton turbine 
(6FBDT), generates lower gas holdup.
The effect of increasing N and Q is to 
increase the total gas holdup.
Total gas holdup has been correlated in terms 
of the independent variables N, Q, D & T. The 
correlation is accurate to within ±20%.
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6.1 Introduction
Knowledge of bubble size and gas holdup 
distribution in agitated vessels is important for 
understanding the mechanisms involved in gas phase 
dispersion processes. The theory of interdispersion of 
immiscible fluids by turbulent forces has been given by 
Hinze C36] and Calderbank C37]. Calderbank presented 
equations for the two cases where the dispersive forces 
of turbulence are restricted by viscous and surface 
tension forces. It was further shown that viscous forces 
may be ignored in the dispersion of gasses in liquids 
under most conditions. Thus generally, the size of gas 
bubbles produced and the gas holdup in gas-liquid 
dispersions are determined by the balance between 
surface tension forces and those due to turbulent 
fluctuations.
This chapter deals with the local gas holdup 
distribution in mechanically stirred vessels. The 
literature review identifies the need to develop a 
technique for local gas holdup measurements. The 
automated technique described in Section 6.3 was 
developed for measuring point gas holdup in stirred 
vessels. An extensive study of the local gas holdup 
distribution in stirred vessels has been made.
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6.2 Literature review — Measurement Methods.
6.2.1 Electrical Contact Methods.
When a bubble impinges on an electrically- 
charged wire, there is an instantaneous withdrawal of 
charge from the surface of the wire which can be 
recorded electronically. There have been many attempts 
to make this method work, of which the most successful 
reported is that of Gardiner [381. For most systems, it 
is difficult to avoid the occurence of spurious signals 
An electric circuit is closed over a conducting liquid 
between the needle-probe, which is insulated apart from 
its tip, and an electrode, sufficiently large not to be 
affected by gas bubbles. The electric circuit is broken 
if a gas bubble strikes the tip. The time intervals 
during which the probe tip is surrounded by gas bubbles 
are summed up enabling the resultant mean value of the 
local gas holdup to be determined. Linneweber and Blass 
[39] used a combination of needle and impedence probes 
for measurement of the local gas and solids holdup in 
three phase bubble columns. They reported a measurement 
error of not less than 17.5 %. The sources of errors, 
which could not be estimated were:
<a) due to very small bubbles which did not 
strike the tip of the needle probe and
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(b) because only bubbles striking the tip at narrow 
angles were detected, causing a significant 
underestimation of the actual gas holdup.
A similar probe was used by Burgess and 
Calderbank [40] and Figueiredo [41]. The probe 
only accepts bubbles whose central axis is coincident 
with the vertical central probe. The local gas holdups 
were therefore again underestimated. Although they were 
able to measure single bubbles rising in isolation 
accurately, such ideal conditions do not exist in 
agitated vessels, making the application of the probe 
unsuitable for agitated vessels.
More recently Barigou C5] used an improved 
conductivity probe tip to measure local gas holdup in a 
stirred vessel. He reported an error of up to 21 % due 
to the difficulties associated with this technique.
6.2.2 Photoelectric Probes.
A sterilizable photoelectric probe was 
developed by Veiland et al [42] for use in fermentation 
media. A small sample from the dispersion was sucked 
through a transparent capillary tube in which the
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bubbles are transformed to slugs. The length of these 
slugs is determined by means of two light sensors on the 
basis of different light absorption in gas and liquid. 
The length of the slugs are proportional to their volume 
and hence the length of the slugs can be determined from 
the time intervals measured by the sensors.
Kobbacy C73 investigated the complex flow 
pattern of gas slugs travelling in short capillaries and 
also the effect of the liquid film surrounding the gas 
bubbles. These effects were not considered by Veiland et 
al [423. However, since he used only one sensor to 
detect the bubbles, errors due to bubble interaction and 
breakage inside the capillary tube particularly at high 
bubble concentrations are expected to be significant. 
Investigation by Barrigou [53 with this method produced 
very high estimates of gas holdup due to the 'blocking 
effect' by the gas slug at the capillary probe entrance, 
i.e. the volume of liquid sampled is reduced.
6.2.3 Other Methods.
Wisdom [433 and Nienow et al [443 measured 
local gas holdups by withdrawing samples through a 
capillary tube using a variable speed peristaltic pump.
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The amount of liquid in the dispersion was measured 
after the gas had disengaged
Calderbank C113 measured local gas holdup by 
withdrawing samples from the dispersion. He used a 6. 35 
mm. diameter probe. The probe was attached to an 
evacuated 500 ml. glass bulb sealed with a gas burette. 
Sampling was performed by operating the stopcock on the 
glass bulb, the vacuum in the glass bulb providing the 
suction for withdrawing the dispersion. With the probe 
removed, the glass bulb was shaken to resaturate the 
water with air. The volume of the gas in the burette was 
read at atmospheric pressure.
Clark and Vermeulen [ 193 measured local gas 
holdup with a similar technique as the one employed by 
Calderbank [113 but using a smaller sample of dispersion 
<30 ml. ) .
Although these methods are simple to use, 
they all suffer from certain drawbacks:
<a) they are tedious and time consuming 
<b) require continuous sampling C43 &443 
<c) substantial quantities of dispersion are 
required for volumetric analysis.
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Moreover, the local gas holdup Is expected to 
fluctuate about some mean value due to the variation of 
the mean circulating velocity and the turbulence 
intensity. This factor was not allowed for in the above 
investigations [11,19,43 &44] .
6.3 Auto - Dispersion Analyser (ADA).
The Auto Dispersion Analyser, referred to as 
ADA was developed to measure the local gas holdup 
distribution in a stirred vessel. In contrast to direct 
volumetric measurement of the gas [11,19,43 & 44], the 
ADA technique is based on pressure changes, which occur 
when the dispersion sample is trapped in an isolated 
chamber. This only requires a small volume of dispersion 
( of approximately 6 to 7 ml.) to be withdrawn from the 
stirred vessel. The whole process of sampling and 




The Introduction of a sample of gas-liquid 
dispersion into an isolated collecting chamber 
< initially at pressure Pi and volume V2 ) causes an 
increase in the pressure, Figure 6.1. The increase in 
pressure arises from two causes:
<i) the volume of air in the collected sample and 
(ii) the compression effect due to the liquid in the 
sample. This sequence of effects is illustrated 
in Figure 6.1.
basic thermodynamic principles. At isothermal 
conditions, the final volume of liquid in the sample 
collecting chamber is the sum of the initial volume Vui 
( at pressure Pi ) and the liquid in the sample of 
dispersion, Vi_^ : collected at pressure Ps:.
The fallowing equations can be written from
X.1 + X.2
V L3 (6 . 1)







Figure 6.1 Sampling Process
From equation (6.2), the volume of air in the 
sample is given by:
V2 “ (P3V3 • P1 S >' P2 (6 ‘ 3 >
The volume of water in the sample is 
determined from Equation (6.1). The pressure of the air 
in the collected sample, (Ps) can be determined from 
thermodynamic considerations. Applying the Helmholtz 
free energy concept, Mori et al C451 derived the
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following relationship for the pressure in an air 
bubble.
p2 *  |  + 2  <T/ r (6. 4)
where P*. is the pressure in the liquid phase, equal 
to the atmospheric pressure, plus the hydrostatic head 
of the dispersion above the sampling position, r is the 
radius of the bubble, and C  is the surface tension.
Since P,» >> 2o / r , the latter term in Equation 
(6.4) can be neglected. The point gas holdup is then 
given by:
proportional to their partial pressure in the vapour 
phase. The coefficient of Henry's Law is not 
sufficiently affected below normal atmospheric pressure. •
hP v2 / (v2 + VL2 ) (6. 5)
6.3.2 Degassing Effect
The solubility of gases in liquids is
(6.6)
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However, reduction in P^ , will cause a 
decrease in X/*, the mole fraction of air in the liquid 
phase. Using ADA, the dispersion sample is subjected to 
a vacuum in the isolated collecting chamber. The 
sampling system ( Section 6.3.3 ) was designed to 
minimise mass transfer or temperature effects [463, so 
that degassing of the collected dispersion sample could 
be neglected. Furthermore, any increase in the 
collecting chamber pressure due to the introduction of 
water alone was accounted for by the reduction of the 
free gas space only (Appendix III, p 234).
6.3.3 Measurement System
The ADA system developed for measuring the 
sample volumes of gas and liquid is shown in Figure 6.2. 
A glass tube <1.5 mm. i.d.) supported by a stainless 
steel tube, Figure 6.3B was used to withdraw samples of 
gas-liquid dispersion from the stirred vessel. The probe 
was connected to the calibrated 'collecting chamber' at 
the solenoid valve VI, Figure 6.3 by means of a flexible 
nylon tube <3.1 mm. o.d.). A series of four 2-way 
solenoid valves (V1-V4) were used to control the 
sequence of sampling, which was performed automatically 
using an Analog Devices Macysm II microcomputer. The 
valves could also be operated manually.















Figure 6.3 Schematic Illustration of Auto Dispersion Analyser ( Dimensions in mm.)
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Figure 6.3B Sampling Probe
(Dimensions in mm.)
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A high performance thin film strain gauge pressure 
transducer (0-1 bar absolute) was used to measure 
pressure changes in the collecting chamber. Capacitance 
level probes were used to control and measure the liquid 
level in the chamber. The probes were made from 1.5 mm. 
diameter pure copper wire coated with 0.043 mm. thick 
Polyurethane layer. The probes were sealed with a PTFE 
spray to prevent adhesion of gas bubbles.
The variable capacitor probe is connected in 
parallel with one arm of an A.C. capacitor bridge, which 
is arranged to be balanced when the probe is half 
immersed in water as shown in Figure 6.3A. The output of 
the bridge is amplified using a differential.amplifier, 
and an inverted version of the amplifier output is 
obtained using an inverting amplifier. The two signals 
are applied to two inputs of a DG 508 analog switch 
which serves as a phase-sensitive detector (psd). The 
output of the psd is filtered and buffered to provide a 
voltage output proportional to water level. Scaling and 
offset are also provided.
6.3.4 Sampling Procedure
The collecting chamber was evacuated to a low 
preset pressure (50 mm. Hg. absolute) by opening valve
V3. VI was then opened for a specific period ( see 
Section 6.3.6 ) to withdraw a sample from the vessel 
into the chamber. The initial and final readings of 
pressure and the liquid in the chamber were monitored by 
the computer, allowing the gas-liquid volume fractions 
of the sample to be evaluated from Equations 6. 1 and 
6.2. The initial conditions < pressure and liquid level 
) in the collecting chamber were re-established for each 
successive sample collection. The number of samples 
required for a point gas holdup measurement was 
determined experimentally ( Section 6.3.6 ) in order to 
ensure an acceptable level of reproducibility. Control 
of the sampling time, sample size and the initial 
conditions in the chamber were sequenced automatically 
by the computer. The computer program is given in 
Appendix II. The control and data acquisition system has 
been illustrated in Figure 3.1, (Chapter 3).The initial 
chamber pressure determines the sampling rate but by 
keeping this below 50 nun. Hg absolute, there is no effect 
on the measured gas holdup.
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6.3.5 Probe Selection
The sampling and measurement technique 
consists of three main operations:
(i) sample withdrawal
<ii) measurement and analysis
<iii> re-establishment of initial conditions in 
the collecting chamber.
A number of different probe tip geometries 
were investigated to evaluate their performance. 
Observations made in a glass tank showed that during 
periods (ii) and (iii), i.e. when a sample is not being 
withdrawn, air bubbles tended to collect at the tip when 
a funnel shaped entrance was used. This had the effect 
of displacing the resident water from the tip, thereby 
causing the point gas holdup to be artificially high. 
This effect was eliminated by using a probe with a 
contoured outer surface, i.e. receding away from the tip 
entrance, Figure 6. 3B.
The effect of varying the internal diameter 
of the probe was investigated by measuring the gas 
holdup under identical conditions in T^e and T2 1  . Four 
sizes of probe < 1.5, 2.5, 3.0, & 4 . 0  mm. i.d. ) were
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studied, using a sample size of 30 and a sample time of 
2 seconds. The results are given in Appendix III 
(Tables A1 & A3 ). Comparision of the means at the 5 %
confidence level showed that the larger 4 mm. i.d. probe 
gave significantly different results compared with the 
other probes. However, there was essentially no 
difference between the other three probes. The larger 
entrance of the 4 mm. i.d. probe in effect tends to 
exhibit similar characteristics to those found 
previously with the funnel-shaped probe tip.
Accordingly, the 4 mm. i.d. probe was rejected and the
final selection was based on a study of the sampling 
time for the other three probe sizes ( Pi ,e, Psr.is, &
P3.0 ).
6.3.6 Sampling Time
The effect of varying the sampling time was 
investigated in T-^e for probes Pi ,s, Pi-,e and Pa.o 
( subscripts refer to the internal diameter of probes in 
mm. ). The test results are given in Appendix III,
( Table A2 ). Variance analysis at the 5 % confidence 
level shows that for a particular probe size, the 
sampling time has no significant effect. Therefore, the 
selection of an appropriate probe size is based on the 
degree of reproducibility achieved, commensurate with
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the sample time being at an acceptable level so as to 
minimize the total experimental time. The best 
reproducibility, with an accuracy better than ±5 % was 
achieved with the 1.5 nun. i.d. probe and a sampling time 
of 6 seconds.
6.3.7 Sample Size
The effect of sample size on the 
reproducibility of the point gas holdup values is given 
in Appendix III < Table A4). It is evident that a sample 
time of 6 seconds and a sample size of 30 represents the 
optimum condition with respect to the total experimental 
time and accuracy. This combinatiion requires 7 minutes 
for a single point gas holdup measurement. This 
combination of sample time and sample size was used 
throughout the study of point gas holdups. The 
reproducibility of the results obtained is better than 
5 %. Additional advantages of the ADA method are that it 
is relatively simple to use and it is also inexpensive.





















The plane midway between two baffles was 
selected for study. This position avoids the turbulent 
fluctuations occuring near the baffles. Most other 
investigations [ 5, 11 & 44 ] have also been made in
this plane. The midplane was divided into a 0. ID * 0. ID 
matrix and the assigned position numbers are shown in 
Figure 6.4. This matrix and the position numbers being 
common to all the three vessels ( Ts:-i , Tt-g & T-ioco was 
used.
6.3.9 Estimation of Overall Gas Holdup from 
Point Gas Holdup
Comparision of the overall gas holdup with 
the estimates from the point values is presented in 
Table 6.1. The integral means in Table 6.1 are the 
weighted values based on radial position of the sampling 
point. For the lowest combinations of Q and N 
investigated, the estimates from point values deviate 
significantly from the overall gas holdup, where the 
point gas holdup values are less than 1.0 %. The ADA 
technique is therefore not recommended for measuring 
very low gas holdups.
Table 6.1: Comparison of Overall gas holdup with 
estimates from point values T75 D/T = 1/3
Experimental Overall gas Estimates from point gas holdup % Deviation of hp from Eq
conditions holdup Eq% Simple 
mean hp
Integral
meanQ wm Ns' 1 %
1.75 1.29 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 90.7
0 . 1
2.17 1.4 0.08 0.05 94
3.73 2.57 1.38 1.4 46
5.18 3.53 1 . 8 6 2.14 47
2.43 1.99 1.44 1.42 27
0 . 2 3.37 2.70 2.73 2.53 1 . 1
5.18 3.91 4.74 4.89 2 1
2.43 3.17 2.77 2 . 8 6 1 2 . 6
0.336 3.37 4.74 5.17 5.19 9.1
5.18 5.58 7.15 7.19 28
Please see corrected integral 
mean values on p235
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However, for moderate to high combinations of Q & N the 
estimates from point values are in reasonable agreement 
with the overall gas holdup. These estimates could be 
significantly improved if the number of sampling paints 
in the measurement grid were increased. Secondly, 
sampling was only performed in one 2-Dimensional plane 
whereas the reality is 3-Dimensional. Finally, the 
region under the impeller was not accessible for point 
gas holdup measurements resulting in over or under 
estimations of overall gas holdup from point values, 
depending on the absence or presence of gas circulation 
below the impeller plane.
6.3.10 Results and Discussion
The point gas holdup measurements for the 
air-water system are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.8. The 
results show a non-uniform spatial distribution of gas 
in the stirred vessel. The gas-liquid flow pattern is 
divided into circulation loops above and below the 
impeller plane. The circulation above the impeller plane 
is more easily established at low to moderate agitation 
rates due to the natural rise of the gas bubbles under 
buoyancy forces. However, circulation below the impeller 
requires much higher agitation rates.
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Figure 6.5 : Point Gas Holdup Distribution (%) T75
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Figure 6.7 : Point Gas Holdup Distribution (%) T75
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Under all the conditions investigated in Tt-f.;, 
circulation of gas bubbles in the central region below 
the impeller plane was very limited. Much higher 
agitation rates were not possible due to the limits 
imposed by the motor drive.
The two most noticable features of the point 
holdup distributions in Figures 6.5 to 6.8 are the high 
values in the central region above the impeller, midway 
between the impeller shaft and the vessel wall, and also 
the region below the impeller plane near the vessel 
boundary. These effects are further highlighted by the 
vertical and radial profiles plotted in Figures 6.9 to 
6. 16.
The gas-liquid flow patterns exhibited by the 
point gas holdup distributions show good agreement with 
those reported by Nienow et al C 44], shown in Figure 
7.1. At low impeller speeds, Figures 6.5 <a & b), 6.6 
(a) and 6.7 <a), the vessel behaves as a bubble column. 
In Figures 6.5 <c & d), 6.6 (b & c) and 6.7 <b & c) 
increased circulation of the gas is evident in the lower 
part of the vessel as the impeller speed increases.
Above the impeller plane, where the gas-liquid flow is 
well established, there is a general decrease radially 
towards the vessel wall except for high holdups near the 
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Figure 6.9 : Vertical Gas Holdup Distribution T 7 5
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Figure 6.10: Vertical Gas Holdup Distribution T7 5
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Figure 6.11: Vertical Gas Holdup Distribution T7 5
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Figure 6.12: Vertical Gas Holdup Distribution T7 5
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Figure 6.14: Radial Gas Holdup Distribution T7 5
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Figure 6.15: Radial Gas Holdup Distribution T7 5
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This is associated with recirculation of the dispersion 
into the central region. In the region Just above the 
impeller blade < Position 13.2 > near the shaft, there 
is a significant increase in hP with increase in N. 
Concurrently with this is the occurence of circulation 
of gas below the impeller plane, < Position 17.8 >. A 
detailed study of these positions is given in Chapter 7
Increasing the impeller speed causes an 
increase in hF=. at every point in the vessel except in 
the impeller plane. This is in good agreement with the 
findings of Nienow et al C443, shown in Figure 6.18A. 
However, the results of Barigou C53, shown in Figure 
6.18C indicate an increase in hR with increase in N at 
every point in the vessel including the impeller plane. 
The effect of the impeller speed, N on the radial mean 
gas holdup is shown in Figure 6.17. The radial mean gas 
holdup values are the radial arithmetic mean of the 
point gas holdups.
The effect of the gas rate, Q on the radial 
mean gas holdup is shown in Figure 6. 18. For a 
particular N, increasing the gas rate increases the 
radial mean gas holdup in the whole vessel. The point 
gas holdup ( Figures 6.5d, 6.6c & 6.7c ) above the
impeller plane increases with Q but shows both 
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Figure 6.18A: Point gas holdup data from Nienow et al [44]
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Figure 6 .18B: Vertical gas holdup distributions from Calderbank [11]
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Figure 6.18D: Spatial distributions of gas holdup from Figueiredo [41] 
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Figure 6 .18E: Spatial distributions of gas holdup from Kobbacy [7]
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plane. This is not unexpected since increase in Q must 
be complimented by an increase in N to achieve gas- 
liquid circulation below the impeller plane.
The most persistent variation in the point 
gas holdups were found near the liquid surface, the 
sampling positions being on a plane just 3.8 cm. below 
the undisturbed liquid level. The liquid surface in an 
agitated vessel is never quiescent, but is in incessant 
motion. This 'turbulent' motion of the liquid surface is 
probably the main cause of this variation in hF-_. in the 
vicinity of the surface.
Calderbank C11] was the first to publish 
point gas holdup distributions for a stirred vessel. His 
measurements, Figure 6.18B made in a 0.5 m. vessel show 
excellent agreement with Figures 6.9 to 6.12. The 
distributions peak mid-way between the impeller plane 
and the liquid surface. Calderbank's results, Figure 
6. 18B show a second peak in the impeller plane at the 
lowest impeller speed investigated, which is consistent 
with this work, Figures 6.9 (a &b), 6.10 (a), 6.11 (a) 
and 6.12 (a>.
Figueiredo £41] only made measurements for 9 
positions in a 0.91 m. vessel, Figure 6.18D. These
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results are not illustrated graphically due to the 
limited points available. Her results indicate a 
distinct variation near the liquid surface < 16 cm. 
below the liquid level ). Here the gas holdup was found 
to increase towards the centre of the vessel and then 
decrease towards the vessel wall. This trend is not 
evident in the present results but variation in point 
gas holdup radially towards the vessel wall and near the 
liquid surface are noticable.
Nienow et al C44], whose data, Figure 6.18A 
was obtained in a 0.29 m. vessel shows good agreement 
with the point gas holdup distributions of this work, 
Figures 6. 17 8i 6. 18. In the region above the impeller, 
the gas holdup decreases radially towards the vessel 
wall with a peak midway between the impeller shaft and 
the vessel wall. However, they did not measure point gas 
holdup in the vicinity of the impeller shaft. They also 
found that hp. increased with N everywhere in the vessel 
except in the impeller plane, where initially they 
encountered a fall in hp, up to Nr: and an increase in the
gas holdup beyond Nr , in consistent with the present
work, Figure 6.5. This fall in the point gas holdup in 
the impeller plane as N increases is associated with an 
increase in the liquid discharge from the impeller. 
However, beyond N r , the point gas holdup in the
discharge flow begins to increase due to the
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recirculation of the gas from the upper circulation loop 
into the cavities behind the impeller blade.
Kobbacy C5] investigated hR in a 0.21 m. 
vessel in the region above the impeller only, Figure 
6. 18E. In agreement with this study, he found the point 
gas holdup to increase in this region with increase in 
N. However, the peak in hR in his case occurs in the 
vicinity of the impeller shaft, which contradicts all 
the investigations in the literature including the 
present study.
Barrigou C5] presented measurements for a 1.0 
m. vessel. His distributions, Figure 6.18C above the 
impeller plane show a decrease in hR radially towards 
the vessel wall with a peak in the mid-plane. The 
maximum point gas holdup was found in the central region 
between the impeller plane and the free liquid surface 
in agreement with this study. Similar to present 
investigations, significant gas circulation below the 
impeller plane was only achieved at the highest 
combination of agitation speed and gas flow rate.
However, the effect of increasing N increases hR in the 
impeller discharge which contradicts Nienow et al [44] 
and the present work where hR in the impeller discharge 
decrease up to N r  and then increases beyond N r .




























Figure 6.19: Coefficient of Variation with Impeller Speed, N.
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increasing N in the whole reactor under all conditions. 
This was shown by the decreasing values of the 
coefficients of variation of the spatial holdup 
distributions, Figure 6.20. Results of this study are 
given in Figure 6.19. Such deductions from the 
coefficient of variation of point gas holdup with N can 
not be made on the basis of these few investigations, 
Figures 6.19 & 6.20, which do not indicate any definite 
trends.
6.4 Conclusions
• Auto Dispersion Analyser, <ADA) has been 
developed to measure the local gas holdup 
distribution in a stirred vessel.
• The estimates of the overall gas holdup 
obtained from point values (hp.), generally 
shows good agreement with the overall gas 
holdup determined from the change in liquid 
level.
• The point gas holdups indicate a non-uniform 
spatial distribution of gas in the stirred 
vessel.
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• The effect of increasing the impeller speed,
N is to increase the point gas holdup at 
most positions in the vessel.
• At constant impeller speed, N increasing the 
gas sparge rate, Q causes an increase in the 
point gas holdups above the impeller plane 
with a reduction of gas circulation below 
the impeller plane.
SURFACE MOVEMENT 




In a gas-liquid system, the intensity of the 
disturbances generated at the surface of the liquid is 
the result of complex interaction between agitator 
circulation and gas transport. At any operating 
condition < N > UW >, dispersion and bulk circulation of 
gas are critically dependent on the agitator geometry. 
Bubble size and gas holdup are also distributed non- 
uniformly (Chapter 6) through the mixing volume, due to 
the variation of mean circulating velocity and 
turbulence intensity.
In order to detect the gas transport arising 
from surface aeration and recirculation, the local gas 
holdup has been measured in two regions of the vessels 
(Tioo, T-7E & Ts;i ) ; namely the region near to the liquid 
surface and also close to the impeller. In addition, gas 
holdup at a point below the impeller level was monitored 
to detect gas recirculation into the lower region of the 
vessel.
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7.2 Surface Flow Pattern
Surface flow patterns generated at the free 
liquid surface in an agitated vessel can be important in 
many different reactor operations. For example, the re­
incorporation of a lighter liquid which is added on to 
the surface, or solids that are fed directly into a 
viscous liquid from the surface, are both dependent on 
the surface movement. Further, since the bulk flow 
pattern (section 6.3.10) extends up to the free liquid 
surface causing surface renewal and/or recirculation 
into the bulk, examination of these characteristics for 
various combinations of N and Q should provide useful 
qualitative information regarding the mixing of 
materials added through the free liquid surface of the 
vessel.
For a given sparging rate Q, the state of the 
free liquid surface is described by the following 
categories, as the speed, N is increased:
<i> ’Spontaneous eruptions' or geysers on surface 
(ii) Calm or slightly rippled.
<iii> Rotating vortices behind baffles (position
marked by 'X' on Figure 7.2a) with surface 
bubble movement to and from the central 
impeller shaft.
(iv) Highly agitated ill-defined surface.
Geysers Flat & Calm








Figure 7.1 Bulk flow pattern at constant Q
(a) Smooth and Calm . (b) Ro|ating VQrtices
Figure 7.2 Surface Flow Patterns
Transition 
refer to Fig 7.1
Definition of Transition Authors








Van Dierendonck [54] 
Westerterp [55] 
Warmoeskerken & Smith [481
b -►  c Flooding Point 
Impeller Loading
Ruston & Bimbenet [32] 
Warmoeskerken & Smith [48,56
c -►  d
Onset of Flooding 
Disengagment or Loading Point 
Impeller Loading with Gas 
recirculation
Nienow & Wilson [28]
Westerterp et al [55] 
Warmoeskerken & Smith [48,56]
Table 7.1 Definitions of Bulk Flow transitions
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The abrupt change from <i> to <11> 
corresponds to the change of bulk flow pattern In Figure 
7. 1 <a to b) and reflects the condition which is the
impeller speed at which the vessel is just no longer 
flooded. However, the change from <ii) to <iv) is a 
gradual one. The explanation is apparent from Figure 7.1 
(b to e). Although there is a considerable change in the
v
bulk flow pattern in Figure 7. 1 <b to e) with the 
introduction of gas below the impeller region, the free 
liquid surface is virtually unaffected until the upper 
circulation loops extend to the free liquid surface, 
Figure 7.1 (d & e>.
In an unaerated vessel, rotating vortices 
form in the central area of the free liquid surface 
resulting in surface aeration. The mechanism of vortex 
formation on the free liquid surface in a fully baffled 
vessel has been described by Kobbacy C 7] . Under aeration 
conditions however, the vortices are only noticable at 
the positions marked 'X' in Figure 7.2<a>. This 
obviously represents a very small fraction of the 
surface compared with the central area available for 
surface aeration which therefore explains the sharp drop 
in surface aeration with sparging reported by Nienow et 
al C47].
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At higher gas flow rates (generally above 0.5 
w m )  for all geometries used, the large number of gas 
bubbles bursting through the free liquid surface results 
in a frothy surface condition.
The surface movement is clearly very 
dependent on the bulk flow pattern (Figure 7.1) for 
combinations of N and Q and a detailed discussion is 
given in the following section.
7.3 Bulk Flow Patterns
The stages of developing bulk flow patterns, 
illustrated in Figure 7.1 are summarised as follows:
(a) Negligible dispersion
(b) Gas dispersion in the upper part of the
vessel without any radial dispersion in 
the impeller plane.
(c) Dispersion in the impeller plane reaches
the vessel wall with some gas
circulation below the impeller plane in 
the vicinity of the vessel wall.
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(d) Extensive mixing in the bulk with gas
recirculation back to the impeller.
<e> Secondary circulation loops near the
free liquid surface.
These stages are by no means distinct in 
themselves since for a certain impeller speed between 
stages (c) and (d), gas recirculation, though not 
necessarily back to the impeller (see section 7.4.2), is 
evident. A further distinction for stage <d> can be made 
by considering the D/T ratio where, for a lower D/T 
ratio, gas recirculation in the lower part of the vessel 
maybe absent C 483.
The most important transitions from the point
of reactor design and operation are a->b, b->c and c->d.
In spite of the importance of these transitions, there 
is great disparity concerning the definitions relating 
to them, (Table 7.1).
Rushton and Bimbenet C 323 have defined the 
flooding point condition as the transition between 
Figures 7.1(c) and (b), which is the onset of gas 
circulation into the lower part of the vessel.
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Nienow & Wisdom [28], however, considered the 
transition between (d) and (c) in Figure 7. 1 as the 
onset of flooding i.e. the vessel is Just no longer 
flooded when for a particular gas rate, the impeller 
speed is sufficient to bring the gas dispersion to all 
parts of the tank. The advantage of this definition is 
that it corresponds closely with the minimum on the Np,.a 
versus Flow Number plot.
Oldshue and Connelly [493 refer to the
transition between Figures 7.1 <a> and <b) in terms of
gas controlled flow patterns and agitator controlled 
flow patterns and liquid surface movement <i.e the 
height of the geysers and the diameter of the swell 
created by a gas controlled flow pattern).
Viedmann [503, Pollard [51], Roustan and 
Bruxelmaine [523 and Jiri et al [533 have defined the 
transition between Figures 7.1 (a) and <b> as the onset
of flooding i.e when the stirrer is no longer capable of
dispersing the gas.
Recently Warmoeskerken and Smith [ 48 8t 563 
have described the transition from Figure 7.1(a) to <b) 
as impeller flooding to impeller loading. They described 
Figure 7.1(d) as impeller loading with gas
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recirculation. Their definition does not allow for gas 
recirculation in the upper part of the vessel between 
Figure 7.1 <c> and <d>. They do, however, recogonise (as 
suggested by Nienow et al [ 283 > that gas recirculating 
in the upper part of the vessel may be the major form of 
recirculation.
The need to carefully define flow patterns in 
relation to the definitions adopted in this work is 
quite clear from the above discussion. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7.3 which includes the minimum 
impeller speed for gas recirculation, Jc r (Section 



























he transition a to b occurs when the impeller is 
Np> just no longer flooded, reprsented by Np which also 
N corresponds to the minimum on the N pg versus 
I Flow number plot - Flooding Point.
Vessel loading without radial flow in the impeller 
plane
(c) Vessel loading with radial flow in the impeller plane
N )  Minimum impeller speed for gas recirculation (Gas 




Vessel loading with no recirculating of gas back to the 
impeller
Gas recirculating back to the impeller corresponding 
to the maximum on the Npg versus FI plot
Vessel Flooding. Extensive back mixing. (For smaller 
D/T ratio gas recirculation below the impeller may be 
absent [48]
(f)
Secondary gas circulation loops only possible at very 
high agitation rates
Figure 7.3 Bulk Flow pattern at constant Q
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7.4 Recirculation
The recirculation of gas commences when the 
liquid velocity in the bulk of the tank is sufficiently 
high to carry gas bubbles back towards the impeller 
region. The impeller speed at which gas recirculation 
commences is referred to as N c r . This increases the 
residence time of the gas bubbles and hence the gas 
holdup. Increasing the impeller speed beyond Nor causes 
the gas recirculation loop to advance closer to the 
impeller. Eventually the recirculating gas flaw reaches 
the trailing vortices behind the impeller blades and 
coalesces with it. The impeller speed corresponding to 
this condition has been defined as N r , the impeller 
speed above which the sparged gas passing through the 
impeller is supplemented by gas from the bulk 
recirculation loops. This coincides with the maximum on 
the N^ .za versus the Flow Number plot.
The transitions represented by N o r  and N r  
(Figure 7.3) are of greatest importance in relation to 
surface movement. The main distinction between N o r  and 
N r  is that while N r  affects power consumption, N o r  has 
essentially no effect. This may explain why N o r  has 
previously been difficult to evaluate and consequently 
why it has not been reported in the literature.
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7.4.1 Literature Review
Generally, industrial mixing operations are 
performed at impeller speeds greater than Nr. However 
the determination of Nr for reactor operation and design 
is most important. Numerous investigations have been 
made on the flooding point condition [7,28,32,44,48,50 
to 593, N r , or the minimum agitation speed <N>:>) required 
for good dispersion as defined by Vesterterp [60,61] and 
Van Dierendonck et al [54]. While they all refer to the 
same transition, Figure 7.3 a to b, the most significant 
difference between the correlations is the dependency, 
or not, of the transition point on the sparged gas flow 
rate, Q. There is, therfore, a need for more 
investigation of this transition point. However, this is 
not within the scope of this study and the reader should 
refer to the references given above.
In spite of the great importance of 
recirculation in mixing operations, very few 
investigations are reported in the literature.
Nienow et al [44] were the first to present a 
correlation for N r , (Equaltion 7.1) the impeller speed 
for gas recirculation. N r  was evaluated from the peak on 
the Np..a versus Flow Number plots at constant Q. Their
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correlation was based on experiments carried out in a 
range of vessel sizes up to 1.83m diameter.
N, 1.5 Q0 ,2  T  
D2
<7. 1)
Kobbacy [7] working on a 0.21 m. diameter 
vessel presented Equation 7.2 for Uf*.
n c -  ^ 0 .1 3 ^ .0 .9 7  
m = 0.57 Q T
R ---- — -—  (7.2)
2 .3 4  
D
where the constant is a function of the average 
bubble size. For a 0. lit K^SCU solution the value of the 
constant was 0.48. This correlation is similar to that 
presented by Nienow et al (Equation 7.1). Apart from the 
constant being only third of the value in equation 7.1, 
Kobbacy's correlation indicates a weaker dependence of 
the sparged gas rate, Q on
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7.4.2 Critical Impeller speed for the onset of gas 
recirculation, I c r
The gassed power number, Np>.a increases 
steadily with increasing impeller speed, from N f- to N r , 
representing the minimum and the maximum, respectively, 
on the NRa versus the Flow Number plot, at constant Q. 
Since N o r  lies between N r  and N f« , its evaluation is not 
possible from gassed power measurements. However, there 
should be a marked increase in the local gas holdups for 
impeller speeds greater than Nof* due to the increased 
residence time of gas bubbles in the bulk.
Due to the nature of the bulk flow pattern 
there are necessarily exceptions in certain regions of 
the mixing vessel where this sudden increase in the 
local gas holdup will not be evident. The region of the 
impeller plane is one such case where the local gas 
holdup increase at N c r  is difficult to establish (see 
section 6.3.10) due to the high flow velocities in this 
region. Gas circulation in the region below the impeller 
plane is generally absent before N r  (Figure 7.3) and 
therefore N c r  is not applicable in this region.
Point gas holdups were measured for constant 
Q with increasing impeller speeds. A number of positions
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in two regions of the mixing vessels, the region near 
the impeller and also near to the free liquid surface 
were selected. The measurements were made in three 
mixing vessels (T2 1 , Tvs & T 1 0 0 ) for gas rates of 0.2 - 
0. 75 vvm.
7.4.2.1 Results and Discussion.
Point gas holdups are plotted against the 
Flow Number for a range of constant sparged gas rates, 
Figures 7.4 to 7.27. Generally, for all geometries and 
combinations of Q and N, the data show a pronounced 
increase in the local gas holdup below a certain Flow 
Number. The corresponding impeller speed was found to 
lie between Ns- and N f- determined from Np,.a versus FI 
number plots at constant Q. The sudden increase in the 
local gas holdup can only be due to gas recirculation 
locally. The impeller speed identified by the break 
paint in these curves (Figures 7.4 to 7.27) is referred 
to as Nof* and is defined here as the critical (or 
minimum) impeller speed for onset of gas recirculation.
Under certain conditions, however, no 
pronounced increase in the point gas holdups was 
observed. This was especially the case for the highest 
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Figure 7.4: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.8
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Figure 7.5: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.4 
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Figure 7.6: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.8 


















Figure 7.7: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.6






















Figure 7.8: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.2
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Figure 7.10: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 11.4
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Figure 7.11: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 9.6






















Figure 7.12: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 11.6
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Figure 7.13: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 11.4























Figure 7.14: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 9.6
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Figure 7.15: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.6






















Figure 7.16: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.2
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Figure 7.17: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.8 
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Figure 7.18: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.4





















Figure 7.19: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number























Figure 7.20: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number
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Figure 7.21: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.8
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Figure 7.22: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.4
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Figure 7.23: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.8
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Figure 7.24: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.2
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Figure 7.25: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1.6
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Figure 7.26: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 1. 8
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Figure 7.27: Point Gas Holdup Against Flow Number for Position 13.2





It is difficult to explain this trend without 
investigating even higher combinations of sparged gas 
rates and impeller speeds. Due to the limitations 
imposed by the experimental equipment used in this 
study, this was not possible.
Correlation of Nc r :
Correlating with all of the independent
variables (Q, D/T, and T) provide the following 
relationship:
NCR 0.375 Q'0-045 ( D /T ) '1 ' 7 3  T ' 0 ' 6 6 <7.3)
where s = 0.083 R-sq - .896
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Table 7.2 Statistics of Equation 7.3
Predictor Coefficient St.dev t-ratio
Constant 0. 375 0. 198 -2. 19
log Q -0.045 0.0664 -0. 68
log (D/T) I H* CO 0.1558 -11.11
log T -0.662 0, 137 -4. 8
The low t-ratio for Q (Table 7.2) shows that 
the sparged gas rate, Q, is not a significant 
correlating variable. Therefore Equation 7.3 is reduced 
to:
- 1 .72  -0 .75
Ncr = 0.497 ^ D \  T < 7 . 4 )
where s = 0.083 R-sq = .895
i.e the accuracy of the correlation is un affected.
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Table 7.3 Statistics of Equation 7.4













The elimination of Q from the correlation 
greatly improves the significance of the other variables 
<see t-ratios in Table 7.3) especially that of the 
vessel diameter T.
As regards surface movement and the mixing of 
materials added at the surface of the liquid, knowledge 
of Nor should be useful for reactor design and 
operation.
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7.4.3 Recirculation of gas back to the Impeller, Nr
Gas recirculation back to the impeller, 
represented by the transition in Figure 7.3 d to e, 
coincides with the maximum observed on the versus
Flow Number plots. The corresponding impeller speed is 
designated Nr .
Vhere possible, Nr was determined from the 
maximum on the N,:>.a versus Flow Number plots (Chapter 4). 
Nr was correlated with the independent variables Q, D/T, 
and T, Equation 7.5.
NR 0.648 Q
- 0 . 1 5  , _ 2 .5  5 t- 0 . 9
(?)
(7.5)
where s = 0.061 R-sq = .971
2 0 0
Table 7.4 Statistics of Equation 7.5

















re-arranging Equation 7.5 gives
N, 0.648 q ° - 1 5 t1 -6 5 
_ 2 .5 5
(7.6)
This correlation is similar to that proposed 
by Uienow et al [44], Equation 7.1. Their exponents on D 
and T <2 and 1 respectively) are lower compared with the 
present findings. The exponent of Q, however, compares 
well with present results.
2 0 1
Kobbacy's C7] correlation compares well with 
Equation 7.6 except that there is a greater dependence 
on T in our case.
Neither Nienow et al or Kobbacy have stated 
the significance of the correlating variables. The 
t-ratio for Q (Table 7.4) in Equation 7.6 indicates that 
it is not a highly significant correlating variable. 
Eliminating Q from the correlation yields:
. — ■2. 56 - 0 . 6 6  
n r  “  0.28 / D \  T < 7 . 7 )
or
N R " Z B  T1'9 
d 2.56
where s = 0.063 R-sq = .965
2 0 2
Table 7.5 Statistics of Equation 7.7
Predictor Coefficient St.dev. t-ratio
Constant 0. 28 0. 12 I .p* CO
log <D/T) -2.556 0. 282
01
log T -0.659 0. 083 -7. 93
The correlation of Equation 7.7 is almost 
unaffected with the standard deviation and R-sq values 
of 0.063 and 0.965 respectively compared with the values 
obtained with Equation 7.5. However, the omission of Q 
from the correlation greatly improves the significance 
of the remaining variables as shown by the t-ratio 
values in Table 7.5.
Van Dierendonck C 54] and Vesterterp C 55] 
presented correlations for the minimum agitation speed 
for dispersion, or Nf- . Although investigating a 
different transition, their correlations were shown to 
be independent of the sparged gas flow rate Q which 
agrees with the present investigation.
Conclusions
Surface movement is related to the bulk flow 
pattern.
Description of the bulk flow patterns with 
related definitions of the transitions have 
been proposed in a modified form.
A new transition Nor is proposed. This is 
defined as the minimum impeller speed for gas 
recirculation.
No r has been correlated with the independent 
variables, Q, D, and T and is shown to be 
independent of the sparged gas flow rate, Q.
N r  t h e  i m p e l l e r  s p e e d  a t  w h i c h  g a s  
r e c i r c u l a t e s  b a c k  t o  t h e  i m p e l l e r  h a s  b e e n  
c o r r e l a t e d  w i t h  t h e  i n d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s ,
Q, D & T. The sparged gas flow rate, Q is not 
a significant correlating variable.
Where materials are added at the surface of 
the liquid, the agitator should be operated








In the present studies, the range of gas 
rates used was limited to less than 1.0 
vvm in Tv'j^  & Ti o© ( V«» — 1.18 & 0. 83 
cm/s respectively ). However in large 
scale industrial processes Q can be much 
higher than this and further work should 
explore Q up to say 3. 0 vvm.
’Real’ liquid systems includes 
surfactants, suspended solids, higher 
ionic concentrations and a light 
1 refluxed' liquid as a second liquid 
phase. Further work should include 
such 'real' liquid systems.
The effect of particle size and 
concentration in three phase solid- 
liquid-gas systems should be 
investigated with extension to four 
phase systems.
<4> Photographic observation of the surface 
state to study amplitude and frequency 
of surface turbulence should be made.
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Nomenclature
< unless otherwise stated in the text )
a specific interfacial area nPm"'3
C impeller clearance m.
D impeller diameter m.
dt. shaft diameter m.
E g overall gas holdup %.
S acceleration due to gravity ms"2 .
H, h height of the unagitated liquid level m.
hg height of the aerated liquid m.
hp point gas holdup ra.
H Henry's constant -
L length of the impeller blade m.
N impeller speed rps.
P pressure N nra:.
Pot. total power supplied by the impeller
plus gas stream watts
Pa gassed power consumption watts
P.-r. unaerated power consumption watts
Q sparged gas flow rate m3s"1
T vessel diameter m.
T-f friction torque Nm.
Tt. torque exerted on the impeller Nm.
Trr. measured torque Nm.
U-r bubble terminal velocity ms™'1 .
u.,v„ superficial gas velocity ms-1 .
V liquid volume m3 .
V width of impeller blade m.
density kgm"3
surface tension Nm" ’' .
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V = output voltage at measured level mm. 
V« = output voltage at datum level mm.
K = calibration constant
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A MACSYM II Microprocessor (Analog Devices 
Ltd.,) was used for measurements and analysis of the 
experimental results. The programming language developed 
for the MACSYM II is MACBASIC. MACBASIC is a high level 
interactive programming language based on standard 
Dartmouth Basic, and optimised for measurements and 
control applications. Real time MACSYM statements are 
described below. The computer programs used in this 
study are also listed in this Appendix. For more 
details, the reader is referred to the MACSYM II SYSTEM 
MANUAL.
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AIN (s, c, g, m)
This statement is used to measure analog 
input signal, where
s = 1 (the slot number in the I/O card cage
c is the card channel number. In the present 
work specific channel has been selected for 
the output signal of each measuring device such 
that
I/O Card Channel number Measuring device
















g is the gain code
when g = -1 auto ranging (default)
= 0 Gain = 1
1 Gain = 2
= 11 Gain = 2048
m = 1 (differential mode)
Example
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10 x = AIN Cl, 5, 1)
20 PRINT X
This program when executed will measure the 
output signal of torque transducer (channel 5) in volts, 
and assign the value to variable X. This variable can be 
treated as any normal variable in computer program, eg, 
in statement 20 the value of X will be printed.
AVG (s, c, g, n, t)
This statement averages the value of measured 
analog signal over a period of time, where
s, c, g as defined for AIN ( )
n = number of readings to be
acquired
t = time (in seconds) between
readings.
Example :
10 A = AVG (1, 2, 0, 1000, 0.01)
20 PRINT A
Statement 10 when executed will measure analog 
signal from channel 2 with gain = 1 (g=0) 1000 times
with time period of 0.01 seconds between every two 
readings. The average value of these 1000 readings will 
be assigned to variable A.
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The AVG statement has been used for measuring 
devices in the 'steady state' experiments. The averaging 
process with suitable sampling frequency has the 
advantage of eliminating any noise effect.
PROGRAM 1 225
Impeller Power Consumption & Overall Gas Holdup 
10 OPENW :2"$QTO:1"
20 @ GASSED/UNGASSED POWER & TOTAL GAS HOLDUP MEASUREMENT
30 @ O(J) UNGASSED POWER, W.
40 @ P(J) UNGASSED POWER NO.
50 @ R REYNOLDS NO.
60 @ X FROUDE NO.
70 @ W WEBER NO.
80 @ S GASSED POWER, W.
90 @ U GASSED POWER NO.
100 @ V POWER RATIO
110 @ F: FLOW NO. (Q/ND~3)
120 @ H3 TOTAL HOLDUP %
130 DIM N(30) A(30),B(30),T(30) ,0
140 DIM ZS (5) jC( 30)
142 Z5=AVG(0,5,2,1000,0.005)
144 PRINT " ZERO LOAD OUTPUT:",Z5
150 PRINT “FRICTION TORQUE MEASUREMENT. EMPTY TANK"
160 J=1








240 PRINT "ANY MORE READINGS, Y/N"
250 INPUT Z$
260 IF Z$="Y" J=J+1 GOTO 170 
270 D=0.188
280 PRINT "UNGASSED POWER, FILL TANK"
290 PRINT "UNDISTURBED LEVEL READING, RETURN WHEN READY"
300 INPUT Z1
310 M=AVG(0,3,0,1000,0.005)
320 PRINT :2" ",PTIME :2
330 PRINT :2" UNGASSED POWER MEASUREMENTS"
340 PRINT :2 
350 PRINT :2
360 PRINT : 2 TAB(5); "SPEED" ,TAB( 15); "POWER" ,TAB(25) ; "NUMBER"
, TAB( 35); "REYNOLDS" , TAB(45); "FROUDE" , TAB( 55); "WEBER' 
370 PRINT :2 TAB(5);"R.P.S.",TAB(15);" W.",TAB(25);" NP",
TAB(35);" NO.",TAB(45);" NO.",TAB(55);" NO."
380 FOR J=1 TO J
390 PRINT "SET SPEED TO:",N(J)*60,"RPM"











500 PRINT :2 TAB(5);N(J),TAB(15);0(J),TAB(25) ;P(J),TAB(35)
;R,TAB(45);X,TAB(55);W
510 NEXT J 226
520 PRINT :2 
530 PRINT : 2




580 PRINT :2 PRINT :2
590 PRINT :2“ GASSED POWER"
600 PRINT :2
610 PRINT :2 PRINT :2
620 PRINT :2 TAB(20);"Q=",Q,"CU.M./S","("fQl,"VVM.)"
630 PRINT "NO.OF FIRST READING- 
640 INPUT K
650 PRINT :2 PRINT :2 PRINT :2
660 PRINT :2 TAB(5);"SPEED",TAB(15);"POWER",TAB(25);"POWER",
TAB(35);"POWER",TAB(45);"AERATION",TAB(55);"TOTAL GAS" 
670 PRINT :2 TAB(5);"R.P.S.",TAB(15);" W.",TAB(25);" NO.", 
TAB(35);"RATIO",TAB(45);" NO.",TAB(64);"HOLDUP %"
680 FOR J=K TO J-l












800 PflINT :2 TAB(5);N(J),TAB(15);S,TAB(25);U,TAB(35);V,TAB
C47);F,TAB(64);H3
810 NEXT J 
820 GOTO 520
PROGRAM 2
Point Gas Holdup Measurement using ADA
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APPENDIX XXI 
T A B L E S
The following Tables refer to the 
selection of the probe used, with the ADA technique to 
measure the local gas holdup in stirred vessels.
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Table A1 Point gas hold-up at position A







1 8.58 8.1 8.2 10.5
2 7.5 8.8 7.5 10.6
3 8.2 7.6 8.7 10.1
4 7.5 7.6 7.5 10.8
5 8.1 7.5 7.8 10.5
Mean 7.98 7.92 7.94 10.5
Standard
Deviation 0.45 0.54 0.51 0.25
Probe length: 25cm N = 420 r.p.m.
Sample time: 2 seconds Q = 2.07 x 10-1* m 3/s
Sample size: 30 D = 0.076 m
5 cm




D = 7.6 cm
Fig.AI Sampling position in 0.2 m tank 
(not to scale)
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Table A 2  E f f e c t  o f  sample time on measured gas 





P i . 5
hold-up % 
P2.5 P3 .0
1 3.63 3.53 3.1
2.0 2 5.04 4.53 5 .2
3 3 .8 4.34 3.71
4 4.5 4 .6  • 3 .46
Mean 4.24 4.25 3 .87
Standard d ev ia t io n 0.65 0 .49 0 .92
1 5.57 4.83 4 .67
4 .0 2 4.44 5.42 4 .16
3 5.0 5.32 4 .07
Mean 5.0 5,19 4 .3
Standard d e v ia t io n 0.56 0.32 0 .32
1 4.16 5.13 4 .09
6 .0 2 4 .4 4 .93 4 .09
3 4.17 4 .76 4 .42
4 4.41 5.19 4.83
Mean 4.29 5.00 4 .36
Standard d e v ia t io n 0.14 0 .2 0.35
1 4.29 4 .75 4 .05
8 .0 2 4.41 4 .88  • 4 .4
3 4.22 4.66 4 .28
Mean 4.31 4.76 4.24
Standard d e v ia t io n 0.10 0.11 0 .18
10.0 1 4.47 4.43 3.63
Sample s i z e :  30
D = 0.25 m
N = 147 r .p .m .
Q = 1.76 x 10“ 3 m3/s
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Table A 3  Point gas hold-up a t  pos i t ion  11.4  








1 3.63 3.53 3.1 4.77
2 5.04 4.53 5.2 6 .68
3 3 .8 4.34 3.71 5 .95
4 4 .5 4.6 3.46 4 .66
Mean 4.24 4.25 3.87 5.51
Standard
Deviat ion 0.65 0.49 0.92 0.97
Probe length: 1 .43 m N = 147 r .p.m.
Sample time: 2 seconds Q = 1.76 x 10*3 m3/s
Sample s ize : 30 D = 0.25 m
(Notat ion used: P1#5, P2 . 5 , P3.0  & P4 .O
subscr ipts  ind ica te  the in te rna l  
d iameter ,  mm, o f  probes)





R eproduc ib i l i ty  (±) %
20 25
Sample s ize  
30 40 45 50
4 - - 12 5.1 5.8 4 .3
5 - - 6.7 - - 4 .4
6 8 .0 8 .3 3.8 2 .0 1.7 -
6a - - 3.6 1 .8 - -
7 - - 7.0 2 .3 1.8 -
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Degassing Effect:
H(0> — P/* / Xa
where,
= Henry's constant
= partial pressure of the solute in the gas 
phase
Xrt = mole fraction of the solute in the liquid 
phase
For air at 20 °C, = 6.64 * 10^ atm./unit
concentration of the solute in the liquid phase.
From the above equation:
C A] = 1.5 *■ lO-”*5 at atmospheric pressure <1 atm. )
CB] X* = 9.9 * 1 0 - * at 50 mm. Hg. ( 0.0658 atm.)
The following formulation may be used to convert from a 
molar to a volume basis:
X,' HU* V " 100
1--
1 X 1 5 m<=:
The volume of air that will be degassed from a sample 
of water subjected to a pressure of 50 mm. Hg. is given 
by CA] - [ B3. Thus, 1.73 % (volume basis ) of air is 
degassed from a sample of water.
The introduction of a sample of water alone into the 
sampling chamber at 50 mm. Hg. should therefore show a 
1.73 % air but 0% air was measured, i.e the degassed 
air does not affect the pressure in the collecting 
chamber. Correction for degassing is therefore not 
required.
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r0.2 r0.4 r0.6 r0.8
3.43 3.22 3.37 2.7
3.14 2.84 2.71 2.33
2.98 3.01 2.74 2.2
3.34 3.68 2.97
4.00 3.97 3.87 3.02
3.67 4.47 4.44













Integral Mean value : 2.43
Average value based on r = 0.2 holdup value being 
applicable upto r = 0.3; the r = 0.4 holdup value 
applying for the annulus r = 0.3 to r = 0.5; the r =
0.6 holdup value applying for the annulus r = 0.5 to 
r = 0.7; and the r = 0.8 holdup value applying for the 
outermost annulus from r = 0.7 to the wall. Thus the 
integral mean is given by :
( 9 hp.-o.ffi + 16hprc:», ^  + 24hp.-o.fe- + 51hp.-o.K9 > / 100
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Amendment
The integral mean holdup values in Table 6. 1 





1. 75 0. 08
2. 17 0. 06
0. 1 3. 73 1. 19
5. 18 1. 8
2. 43 1. 22
0. 2 3. 37 2.2
5. 18 4. 12
2. 43 2. 43
0. 336 3. 37 4. 42
5. 18 6. 1
The integral means are the weighted values based 
on radial position of the sampling point. This is 
demonstrated below for Q = 1.76 x 10"'3 m3 s“ 1 <0.336
vvm. ) and N = 2.43 s" '1
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